
E-SMOKING INFORMATION PROVIDED BY TotallyWickedCoupon.com

TOTALLY WICKED COUPON

INSTANT DISCOUNTS ON PREMIUM ELECTRONIC 
SMOKING PRODUCTS / ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES      E 

LIQUIDS / NICOTINE LIQUIDS / E LIQUID JUICE + MORE

TO SAVE INSTANTLY ON THIS PRODUCT AND GET THE LOWEST CURRENTLY AVAILABLE PRICE : CLICK HERE  

                   

To benefit from a top ecig deal using Totally Wicked Coupon, just visit the site Right Away, press the large red button & the 
savings will instantly be applied to your order. Bookmark the site and enjoy the great coupon on every electronic cigarettes and 
e.liquid purchase you ever make. Here: http://www.totallywickedcoupon.com

Free Site Totally Wicked Coupon Provides The Top Electronic Cigarette Coupon On 
Premium Nicotine Liquid And Electronic Nicotine Inhaler Models
Soaring costs  for tobacco cigarettes across North America have led smokers  everywhere to look for cigarette alternatives. 
Electronic cigarettes  together with nicotine liquid fluids, which are also known as e liquid, offer a satisfying alternative with 
significant cost savings typically in the range of 70%. This new technology provides smokers a viable alternative to tobacco 
that will save them hundreds to thousands of dollars  in both short and long-term costs. With the introduction of a new free 
web service called totally wicked coupon, additional and convenient cost savings  and electronic cigarette discounts  on the 
absolute best e smoking models and e-juices are a click away.

"I have saved literally thousands of dollars ever since I switched to e cigarettes  upon discovering them approximately 2 
years  ago. It is clear that many are suffering financially a great deal at this  time, for smokers this  can be an added pressure." 
Said the owner of totally wicked coupon.com, James Oliver. "My decision to launch this new website service was made to 
aid smokers  everywhere by providing even greater price savings on the identical products, as  well as  newer models, that 
halted my 10 year plus use of tobacco cigarettes."

With the increasing awareness in North America of electronic smoking as an effective and cost-savings  cigarette alternative, 
many suppliers have recently entered the market. Unfortunately many of these companies are offering low quality imitation 
and counterfeit electronic cigarette models, as well as unregulated imported e liquids. While appearing cheaper to the 
consumer, these electronic cigarettes  and nicotine fluids  are made to poor quality standards, can easily malfunction, stop 
working quickly and deliver poor performance and quality concerns.

Totally Wicked Products, available at a permanent discount of at least 7.5% through TotallyWickedCoupon.com, provide 
trusted quality and affordability.

Totally Wicked eLiquid, and parent company PillBox38 Ltd., have a clear mission statement. To provide customers with 
products that deliver. "We believe that we consistently achieve this with not only our nicotine fluids but also our full range of 
electronic cigarettes (aka electronic nicotine inhalators) and their accompanying accessories," states Jason Cropper, CEO 
and owner of Totally Wicked Eliquid and PillBox38 Ltd.

Originally a United Kingdom supplier of top quality nicotine liquid and eliquid products, Totally Wicked also has USA-based 
operations located in Florida to focus on the needs of the American E Smoking community. Providing top quality USA 
manufactured E liquids such as totally wicked's  recently available Patriot Range which is  completely manufactured in the 
United States, and uses the purest ingredients anywhere. Probably the best E Liquid in the states, the Patriot Range is made 
with pharmaceutical grade and USP certified nicotine which is identical to that found and approved for nicotine replacement 
therapy products like patches and stop smoking gums. the flavourings in the Patriot Range e Liquid are also USA 
manufactured and sourced using natural and nature identical flavourings only.

The sole purpose of the free website http://www.totallywickedcoupon.com is  to let e cigarette users save even more money 
with their choice to switch from tobacco. The site provides an easy way to always  get the best electronic cigarette discounts 
easily on the top e smoking products sold by trusted supplier Totally Wicked. There are no limits  on order size or number of 
times which the savings can used. By simply bookmarking Totally Wicked Coupon anyone can instantly save an additional 
7.5% every time they want to place an order.
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